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Thanks for many people on the Analysis & Experimentation team at Microsoft
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The Life of a Great Idea – True Bing Story
➢An idea was proposed in early 2012 to change the way ad titles were displayed on Bing
➢Move ad text to the title line to make it longer
Control – Existing Display

Treatment – new idea called Long Ad Titles

@RonnyK
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The Life of a Great Idea (cont)
➢It’s one of hundreds of ideas proposed and seems …meh…
➢Implementation was delayed in:
Feb March April May
June
➢Multiple features were stack-ranked as more valuable
➢It wasn’t clear if it was going to be done by the end of the year
➢An engineer thought: this is trivial to implement.
He implemented the idea in a few days, and started a controlled experiment (A/B test)
➢An alert fired that something is wrong with revenue, as Bing was making too much money.
Such alerts have been very useful to detect bugs (such as logging revenue twice)
➢But there was no bug. The idea increased Bing’s revenue by 12% (over $120M at the time)
without hurting guardrail metrics
➢We are terrible at assessing the value of ideas.
Few ideas generate over $100M in incremental revenue (as this idea), but
the best revenue-generating idea in Bing’s history was badly rated and delayed for months!
@RonnyK
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Team and Mission
(Why can I talk about experimentation?)
➢Analysis and Experimentation team at Microsoft:

▪ Mission: Accelerate innovation through trustworthy analysis and experimentation
▪ One of the largest experimentation systems on the planet, running at Bing, MSN, Office
Clients, Office online, Exchange, Edge, Xbox, Storefront, Skype, Cortana, and Teams
▪ Every month over 2,000 experiment treatments start (100/ workday)
▪ 120 people (70 developers, 40 data scientists, 10 program managers).
Team includes people who worked at Amazon, Facebook, Google

➢At Microsoft, I have been involved in experimentation for 14 years
➢I previously ran Amazon’s data mining and personalization,
including the Weblab experimentation system
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Agenda for Rest of Talk
➢Online Controlled Experiments (OCE) – surprising examples
➢Pitfalls in OCEs
➢Hierarchy of evidence

➢Pitfalls in observational (uncontrolled) studies

@RonnyK
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Controlled Experiments
➢Concept is trivial

▪ Randomly split traffic between two (or more) versions
oA (Control, typically existing system)
oB (Treatment)
▪ Collect metrics of interest
▪ Analyze

➢A/B test is the simplest controlled experiment

▪ A/B/n is common in practice: compare A/B/C/D, not just two variants
▪ Equivalent names: Flights (Microsoft), 1% Tests (Google), Bucket tests (Yahoo!),

Field experiments (medicine, Facebook), randomized clinical trials (RCTs, medicine)

➢Must run statistical tests to confirm differences are not due to chance
➢Best scientific way to prove causality, i.e., the changes in metrics are caused by changes
introduced in the treatment(s)
@RonnyK
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Interesting Examples
➢How do we define interesting experiments?
The absolute difference between the expected outcome and the actual result is large
▪ If you thought something was going to happen and it didn’t, then you’ve learned something important
▪ If you thought something minor was going to happen, and the results are a major surprise and lead to a
breakthrough, you’ve learned something highly valuable
▪ If you thought something was going to happen and it happened, then you confirmed your existing
knowledge, but have not learned much
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Surprising Example 1:
SERP Truncation
➢SERP is a Search Engine Result Page
(shown on the right)
➢OEC (Overall Evaluation Criterion):
Clickthrough Rate on 1st SERP per query
(ignore issues with click/back, page 2, etc.)
➢Version A: show 10 algorithmic results

➢Version B: show 8 algorithmic results by removing
the last two results
➢All else same: task pane, ads, related searches, etc.
➢Version B is slightly faster (fewer results means
less HTML, but server-side computed same set)
• Raise your left hand if you think A Wins (10 results)
• Raise your right hand if you think B Wins (8 results)
• Don’t raise your hand if they are the about the same
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SERP Truncation
➢If you raised any hand, you were wrong
➢We wrote a paper with several rules of thumb (http://bit.ly/expRulesOfThumb)
Rule of Thumb: Reducing abandonment (1-clickthrough-rate) is hard.
Shifting Clicks is Easy.

➢While there are obviously exceptions, most of the time users click at the same rate.
In this case, with over 3M users in each variant, we could not detect a stat-sig delta.
Users simply shifted the clicks from the last two algorithmic results to other elements of the page.

➢Several examples in the above paper show stability of the page clickthrough-rate,
including: moving related searches below the bottom ads, or from right pane, or even
truncating to 4 results when there is a big “card” (so the page above the fold looks full)
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Most Ideas Fail
➢Features are built because teams believe they are useful.
But most experiments show that features fail to move the metrics they were
designed to improve
➢Based on experiments at Microsoft (paper)
▪ 1/3 of ideas were positive ideas and statistically significant
▪ 1/3 of ideas were flat: no statistically significant difference
▪ 1/3 of ideas were negative and statistically significant
➢At Bing (well optimized), the success rate is lower: 10-20%.
For Bing Sessions/user, our holy grail metric, 1 out of 5,000 experiments improves it
➢Integrating Bing with Facebook/Twitter in 3rd pane cost more than $25M in dev costs and
abandoned due to lack of value
➢We joke that our job is to tell clients that their new baby is ugly
➢The low success rate has been documented many times across multiple companies
When running controlled experiments, you will be humbled!
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Surprising Example 2: Color Optimization

Figure 1: Font color experiment. Can you tell the difference?

➢ Hard to even tell the difference
➢ Change is trivial: a few numbers change in the CSS
➢ Sessions success rate improved, time-to-success improved, +$10M annually

➢ Replicated with 32M users
➢ What causal diagram would you create to explain this?
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Google Color Optimization
➢Google tested 41 gradations of blue for Google pages (Holson, 2009)
➢The visual design lead at Google was frustrated with the quantitative environment and
quit, writing on his last day at Google (Bowman, 2009)
I can’t operate in an environment like that.
I’ve grown tired of debating such minuscule design decisions”
➢Google’s tweaks to the color scheme were worth over $200 million annually
(Hern, 2014)!

@RonnyK
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Example 3: Performance / Speed
➢Improving server performance by 100msec (0.1 seconds) improves many key
metrics for Bing
▪ Session success rate improves.

Success is defined as a click from Bing to a destination from which the user does not return
quickly (under 20 seconds)
▪ Time to success improves. Users are successful faster
▪ Revenue improves by 0.6%. When Bing was $3B business, this was worth $18M
(now more).
An engineer that improves server performance by 4 msec more than pays
for his/her fully-loaded annual costs

➢Half hour presentation at Convex about this experiment:
https://vwo.com/events/sessions-and-presentations/
➢For many ideas, there is a tradeoff between revenue and user metrics.
With perf, everything improves (rare)!

@RonnyK
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Controlled Experiments Pitfalls
➢Controlled Experiments are the gold standard is science for
establishing causality
➢Yet there are many pitfalls we regularly face (next slides)
▪Wrong OEC (Overall Evaluation Criterion)
▪SRM – Sample Ratio Mismatch
▪Ratio metrics
▪Novelty effects
▪Std-dev of ratio metrics
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The OEC
➢OEC = Overall Evaluation Criterion
▪ Getting agreement on the OEC in the org is a huge step forward
▪ OEC should be defined using short-term metrics that predict
long-term value (and hard to game)
▪ Think about customer lifetime value, not immediate revenue
Ex: Amazon e-mail example counting revenue of orders referred through e-mail
▪ Look for success indicators/leading indicators, avoid vanity metrics
▪ Read Doug Hubbard’s How to Measure Anything
▪ Use a few KEY metrics. Beware of the Otis Redding problem (Pfeffer & Sutton)
“I can’t do what ten people tell me to do, so I guess I’ll remain the same.”
▪ Funnels use Pirate metrics: AARRR: acquisition, activation, retention, revenue, and referral
▪ Criterion could be weighted sum of factors, such as
Conversion/action, time to action, visit frequency
@RonnyK
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Pitfall: Wrong OEC(*)
➢Search engines (Bing, Google) are evaluated on query share (distinct queries) and
revenue as long-term goals

➢It is natural to define these as the OEC: Overall Evaluation Criterion for experiments
➢Key Example
▪ A ranking bug in an experiment resulted in very poor search results
▪ Queries per user improved by 10% (hence query share is going up).
Why? People had to reformulate queries several times
▪ Revenue went up over 30% (we’re making a lot more money!).
Why? Ads (not impacted by the bug) became relatively more useful

➢We fired the relevance team, and
Bing’s US PC query share is up from 8% in 2009 to 25% in 2019, and is profitable
(*) KDD 2012 Paper: Trustworthy Online Controlled Experiments: Five Puzzling Outcomes Explained
Ronny
Kohavi
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Key Insight: Sessions are Critical
➢Decompose queries per month as follows:
𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠
=
×
×
𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
𝑆𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟
𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ

▪ Key observation: we want users to find answers and complete tasks quickly,

so queries/session should be minimized
▪ Sessions/user should be maximized.
This is very appealing: repeat usage. The holy grail.
▪ A controlled experiment, the variants get (approximately) the same number
of users by design, so the last term is about equal

➢We have multiple metrics around sessions (queries/session, time to success,
success as Boolean, etc)
Ronny
Kohavi
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SRM – Sample Ratio Mismatch
➢For an experiment with equal percentages assigned to Control/Treatment, you should
have approximately the same number of users in each
➢Real example:
▪ Control: 821,588 users, Treatment: 815,482 users
▪ Ratio: 50.2% (should have been 50%)
▪ Should I be worried?
➢Absolutely
▪ The p-value is 1.8e-6, so the probability of this split (or more extreme) happening by chance is less than 1
in 500,000 (the Null hypothesis is true by design)
▪ See http://bit.ly/srmCheck for Excel spreadsheet to compute the p-value
▪ About 6% of Microsoft experiments have an SRM, so this is a big problem
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Ratio Metrics and by-page Aggregates
➢In 2009 paper: opening Hotmail/Outlook.com link in a new tab at MSN showed significant benefits
➢Later experiment opened MSN news articles in new tab
➢Surprising result: 8% increase (degradation) in page load time (measured at 75th percentile)
➢Why?
➢Page load time is measured by page, not by user
➢Fewer pages in treatment (8.4M vs. 9.2M)
➢Control: users hit back button to go back
from news to home page, which refreshes
➢Treatment: there is no back button. Users kill
the tab and see the previous tab with home page
➢Reloading the home page is faster than average
page due to caching effects (e.g., images cached),
and treatment has fewer of these loads, so
it looks …slower by metrics (it’s actually faster!)
➢Any ratio metric (click-through) suffers from this
Ronny
Kohavi
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Novelty Effects and Twyman’s Law
➢Experiment changed Outlook.com link (left) to Mail app

➢Result: 28% increase in the number of clicks on the button.
Even better: 27% increase in the number of clicks on the button adjacent to the mail
button.

➢Celebrate? NO! Remember Twyman
➢Twyman’s Law: Any figure that looks interesting or different is usually wrong
Ronny
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Novelty Effect (cont)
➢Graph over time showed dramatically diminishing delta
➢Users were confused, repeatedly clicked on icon and nearby icon.
They were expecting outlook web site, and the mail app popped up.
➢Learned not to click: Proportion of users clicking on the whole stripe was down
➢Lesson:
▪ We are biased to celebrate good results and investigate
bad results
▪ Remember Twyman’s law, especially if results look
Too-Good-To-Be-True™
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Std-dev of Ratio Metrics
➢For computing p-values, we need the standard deviation of the mean of the OEC
(for each variant, or for the delta)
➢Classically, this is simply
➢Key assumption: The Y_i are i.i.d. (independently and identically distributed) or at least
uncorrelated.
➢For ratio metrics, such as click-through (total clicks / total page views), the
assumption does not hold
➢Bootstrap or the Delta Method has to be used to compute the std-dev
➢How bad is it if we use the naïve approach?

@RonnyK
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Std-dev of Ratio Metrics (cont)
➢P-value distribution for metrics in A/A tests should be uniform
➢Do 1,000 A/A tests, and check if the distribution is uniform
➢Left: Naïve approach; right computed with delta method

@RonnyK
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Agenda
➢Online Controlled Experiments (OCE) – surprising examples
➢Pitfalls in OCEs
➢Hierarchy of evidence

➢Pitfalls in observational (uncontrolled) studies
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Hierarchy of Evidence
➢All studies are not created equally
➢The hierarchy of evidence (e.g., Greenhalgh 2014) helps assign levels of trust.
There are Quality Assessment Tools (QATs) that ask
multiple questions (Stegenga 2014)
➢Key point: at the top are the most trustworthy studies:
▪ Randomized controlled experiments
▪ Multiple randomized controlled experiments

➢As you go down, the trust level declines

Ronny
Kohavi
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The Key Point for this Presentation
➢Every talk should have (at least) one key point
➢This slides contain the key takeaway point
➢Control experiments are at the top of the evidence of hierarchy
➢They require few assumptions (e.g., enough units for mean to be “Normal,” based on the
Central Limit Theorem)
➢Despite this simplicity, we have all these pitfalls we found
➢With observational studies, it is harder: need to make assumptions like causal sufficiency
(all common causes are observed)
➢In some domains (like introducing new features in software), there’s rare a good excuse
for not running a controlled experiment to get trustworthy results
@RonnyK
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Observational Studies (uncontrolled)
➢An observational study is one where there is no proper control group
➢Example Observation (highly stat-sig)
Palm size correlates with your life expectancy

The larger your palm, the less long you will live, on average
➢Try it out - look at your neighbors and you’ll see who is expected to live longer
➢But…don’t try to bandage your hands assuming causality, as there is a common cause
➢Women have smaller palms and live 6 years longer on average
➢Obviously, you wouldn’t have believed that palm size is causal, but how about
observational studies about features in products reducing churn?

@RonnyK
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My Feature Reduces Churn! – Real Examples
➢Two presentations in Microsoft Office 365, each made the following key claim
New users who use my cool feature are half as likely to churn when compared to new users that do not use it
(churn means stop using the product 30 days later)

➢[Wrong] Conclusion: feature reduces churn and thus critical for retention
➢The feature may improve or degrade retention:
the data above is insufficient for any causal conclusion

See more error
messages
Heavy
Users

➢Example: Users that see error messages in Office 365 also churn less.
This does NOT mean we should show more error messages.
They are just heavier users of Office 365

Have higher
retention rates

@RonnyK
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Pitfalls in Observational Studies
➢How do we know that the result of an observational study cannot be trusted?
▪ Replication fails (especially if there are multiple failures)
▪ Strong confounder identified (e.g., causal sufficiency is questioned)
▪ Controlled experiment contradicts.
Because controlled experiments are higher in the hierarchy of evidence, we trust them more

➢Judea Pearl has great examples on causal models, but the key phrase in his books
(e.g., Book of Why p. 335) is:
provided, of course, your causal model accurately reflects the real world
➢We know so little about causal effects in many domains, like the examples, I showed,
that it’s a big leap to assume a model is accurate
➢In the rest of the talk I share famous claims from observational studies that were refuted
(or at least highly questionable)
@RonnyK
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Doctors Mistaken for Centuries
➢In Bad Medicine, Wootton wrote: “for 2,400 years patients have believed that doctors
were doing them good; for 2,300 years they were wrong.”
➢From 1st century BC to 1800s, the main therapy used by doctors was bloodletting—
opening a vein in the arm with a special knife called a lancet

➢Doctors and researchers were fooled by correlation: bloodletting had
a calming effect, and thus doctors believed it was helpful
➢For many diseases, including hepatitis, pneumonitis, and ophtalmia,
bloodletting was deemed an efficient treatment

➢After years of using lancets, leeches were deemed a better way to suck the blood
➢In 1833 alone, France imported 42 million leeches for “medical use.”
Ronny
Kohavi
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Bloodletting is Actually… Bad for You
➢In 1799, President George Washington died after three different doctors each performed
bloodletting, ultimately extracting more than half his blood volume when he was sick
➢It is now believed that this procedure led to “preterminal anemia, hypovolemia, and
hypotension” and the premature death of the first US President

➢In 1836, Pierre-Charles-Alexandre Louis took 77 patients from a very homogeneous
group with the same, well-characterized form of pneumonia
➢He analyzed the duration of the disease and the frequency of death by the timing of the
first bloodletting (early in days 1-4, or later in days 5-9)

➢Result: 44% of the patients who had been bled early died compared to 25% of those
bled late
➢Bloodletting, he concluded was really bad for you

➢When you can run a controlled experiment, stop debating, run it
Ronny
Kohavi
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Overestimates of Effects of Advertising
(Lewis, Rao, and Reiley, 2011)
➢Large study with 50 million users at Yahoo!
➢Question: Given a display ad, what is the lift to the number of users who
search using keywords related to the brand shown
➢Straight observational study: 1198%
➢Regression with some control variables: 894%
➢Regression with more control variables: 871%
➢Confidence intervals on above are about +/-10%
➢Randomized controlled experiment...

Wait…

Wait…

Guess…

5.4%

Users who actively visit Yahoo! on a given day are much more likely both to see the
display ad and to do a Yahoo! search
Ronny
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Night Light Causes Myopia?
➢May 1999: CBS News Health Consultant Dr. Bernadine Healy reports based on new
study in the journal Nature that
children who sleep with a night light … until the age of two have a higher incident of
nearsightedness - also known as myopia
Sleeping condition

% of children developing myopia

Darkness

10%

Night Light

34%

Lamp on

55%

➢ Dr. Graham Quinn, the study's lead author… urged parents to provide
sleeping infants and toddlers with a dark bedroom -- within reason

➢ That last statement implies causality

Ronny
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p-value < 0.00001
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Night Light Causes Myopia? Probably Not
➢ Two studies published in Nature a year later failed to replicate the result
and saw no such correlation
➢ Both made a crucial observation about a common cause they found:
▪ Myopic parents are more likely to employ night-time lighting aids for their children
▪ There is an association between myopia in parents and their children

Ronny
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Confounders
➢Observational study in The Lancet showed that
Vitamin C reduces Coronary Heart Disease (CHD)
➢An RCT study appeared later in the same journal showing
Vitamin C increases Coronary Heart Disease (CHD)
➢Which one do we trust?
The controlled experiment (higher on the hierarchy of evidence)
➢Nice paper analyzed the reasons:

Those confounded vitamins: what can we learn from the differences between observational versus randomised trial evidence?

➢The people who took Vitamin C are different on many attributes.
The following were stat-sig differences at the p<0.0001 level
▪ Socioeconomic indicators: Social class, number bathrooms in house, shared bedroom, car access
▪ Behavioral factors: current smoker, exercise, low fat diet, BMI >30 (obesity), alcohol consumption
▪ Biomarkers: adult height
➢If an observational study does not control for confounders, it is not trustworthy.
Problem: we may not know that we controlled for enough confounders
Ronny
Kohavi
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Causal Insufficiency: Twin Studies
➢Observational study claimed
Youngsters who lose their virginity earlier than their peers are more likely to
become juvenile delinquents

➢Considered a well-run study, which controlled for
Gender, Race, Receipt of public assistance, Parental education, Family structure, Previous substance use and
depression, Importance of religion, School GPA, Relative pubertal status, virginity pledge status

➢Paige Harden, a PhD student, used the same database and found 534 monozygotic
twins
▪ Twins studies effectively control for many unknown factors
▪ Her publication showing the OPPOSITE result, was considered superior and accepted to the same journal
➢Causal Sufficiency (all common causes are observed) is impossible to prove
Summary from Washington Post 2007
Ronny
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Time-Sensitive Confounder
➢Large observational study of over 50,000 women (Nurses’ Healthy Study)
followed-up for 16 years
➢Claim: Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) reduces risk of Coronary Heart
Disease (CHD) among postmenopausal women
➢Results so convincing that many doctors prescribed Premarin
for HRT for many years
➢In 2001, it was the third most-prescribed drug in the United States!

Ronny
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Time-Sensitive Confounder (Death)
➢Randomized Control Trial showed the opposite:
HRT “does not confer cardiac protection and may increase the risk of CHD
among generally healthy postmenopausal women
➢ The RCT was planned for 8.5 years and terminated after 5.2 years because
“the overall risks exceeded the benefits.”
➢Complex confounder: Time of usage of HRT
The risk of CHD is highest when you start HRT
➢The problem with the observational study?
The women who died early on were less likely to get into the study

Ronny
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Systematic Studies of Observational Studies
➢Young and Carr looked at 52 claims made in medical observational studies, which were
grouped into 12 claims of beneficial treatments (Vitamin E, beta-carotene, Low Fat,
Vitamin D, Calcium, etc.)
➢These were not random observational studies, but ones that had follow-on controlled
experiments (RCTs)
➢NONE (zero) of the claims replicated in RCTs, 5 claims were stat-sig in the opposite
direction in the RCT
➢Their summary (I agree hyperbolic)
Any claim coming from an observational study is most likely to be wrong

Ronny
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My Challenges to You
➢Understand and make explicit the challenges of establishing causality from observational
studies. If the model is inaccurate, the results could be wrong
➢ In Online Controlled Experiments (OCEs), we have identified a set of pitfalls and tests,
such as the SRM test (sample ratio mismatch) and uniform p-value requirement on A/As.
We encourage everyone doing OCEs to run these.
➢What are similar tests you can devise to validate assumptions (like the causal model)

@RonnyK
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Summary
➢My ask: If you know of other good examples of observational studies that were deemed
untrustworthy, please tell me.
It’s important to raise awareness of pitfalls
➢Controlled Experiments are supposed to be easy with few assumptions, yet in real life we
have worked hard to make sure we protect experimenters from pitfalls.
➢When 100 online controlled experiments start every workday on the ExP platform,
we can review only a small percentage, so having trustworthiness is critical
➢When you can, run controlled experiments.
There are cases when one must resort to observational studies, but I still see analyses on
observational data when a controlled experiment could have been run
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